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I took a few days away from the Spatula to concentrate on looking for a new gig.  Although I enjoy
making hamburgers and change, the job is obscenely…. With that, I’m back out in the real world,
leaving my insulation behind.  Contrary to what I’ve read and heard over the last year, there are
actually a lot of jobs available. None that I’m qualified for, but jobs, nonetheless. Oh, who am I
kidding? You don’t want to hear about my hunt for life beyond wielding a spatula. In the grand
tradition of WordPress itself, here is my very own August Recap-an account of the month that,
unless you’re a conspiracy theorist, just took place:

August 5th: Town Hall protests begin in earnest: Ginned up by the major healthcare
companies and near lethal doses of Sanka, an army of aging gomers started showing up at
demacrat legislators public forums on healthcare. Several of these protesters went on to
quaterback for the Minnesota Vikings this season. The only qualifications for being one of
these protesters? A single digit social security number, a deep hatred of socialism, despite
being on government sponsored Medicare and the ability to stay continent for minutes at a
time.

August 7th: Vanessa Hudgens new naked photos leaked: The High School Musical Star
releases new phone-camera nude pictures of herself. If you put cheddar cheese in a zip-loc
bag and shake it up and down for several minutes, then you would get exactly the same effect.

August 11th: Woman arrested at Louvre after throwing tea cup at The Mona Lisa. Her
response to authorities was “I told that bitch to stop looking at me.”

August 15th: Honoring anniversary of end of World War II hostilities, Japanese government
apologizes for actions during war. America happily accepts your FTD “No Hard Feelings”
basket and will be sending Merlin Olsen as our next ambassador.

August 18th: Jesse Jackson succeeds Michael Jackson as a Crown Prince of the Ivory Coast.
Vanessa Hudgens was vying for the honor, but they’d already seen the pictures she sent.

August 21st:  Pan-Am bomber Al Megrahi is sent back to Libya to await death from cancer.
The world condemned this action, knowing full well that Scots cooking would kill the s.o.b
faster than disease ever would. Libya returns favor with FTD “Sorry we killed hundreds of
people” floral arrangement.

August 24th: Michael Jackson’s death ruled homicide by lethal dose of anethestics.
Apparently, no self respecting plastic surgeon would touch him and he was doing at-home
repairs.

August 28th: NASA launched Space Shuttle Discovery to take applinaces to International
Space Station. As part of Obama Adminstartion’s Cash For Crap program, citizens loaded
up U-Haul sponsored space vehicle with old washers and snow tires, in order to host orbital
yard sale. NASA plans to leave an old transmission and a crying baby on the ISS’ porch in
an effort to appear truly American. Walmart is eyeing new location opportunities.
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